Genetic linkage map of cowpea (*Vigna unguiculata* (L.) Walp) using SNP markers
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Genetic linkage maps provide a genomic framework for quantitative trait loci identification applied in marker assisted selection breeding in crops with limited resources. It serves as a powerful tool to breeders for analysing the mode of inheritance of genes of interest and monitoring of the transmission of target genes from parents to progeny. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers have a great influence on mapping research studies: for faster development of new varieties of crops due to its abundance and high number of polymorphism. Thus, this research work aimed at constructing genetic linkage map of cowpea using SNP markers. This will facilitate development of new varieties of cowpea. Single seed descent method of breeding was used to generate mapping population between IT-95K-193-12 and Ife-Brown. Fresh leaves from both parental lines and F1 hybrids were genotyped with 135 SNP markers. Data from125 polymorphic SNP markers were used to construct linkage map. Results revealed 12 linkage maps with an average of 10 markers to a chromosome and average marker distance of 3.02 cM between the markers. Constructed map provides basic information that could assist in genetic improvement of cowpea, most especially in developing brown blotch resistant cowpea varieties through detection of quantitative trait loci (QTL) responsible for brown blotch resistance in cowpea when utilizing marker assisted selection method.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Genetic map refers to chromosomal linear linkage map which uses chromosome recombinant exchange rate as relative length units. It mainly consists of genetic markers and serves as a starting point to map quantitative trait loci (QTL) for target traits. Construction of a high-density genetic linkage map is of great significance in variety development because it can be used to locate and mark the target gene to promote the application of marker-assisted breeding (Huaqiang et al., 2012). The construction of a linkage map requires a segregating parental line.
plant population (that is, a population derived from sexual reproduction). The parents selected for the mapping population will differ in one or more traits of interest (Angaji, 2009). Consensus genetic linkage maps provide a genomic framework for quantitative trait loci identification, map-based cloning, assessment of genetic diversity, association mapping and applied breeding in marker-assisted selection schemes, among "orphan crops" with limited genomic resources such as cowpea (Muchero et al., 2009).

Cowpea feeds millions of people in the developing world with an annual world production estimated at about 4.5 million metric tons on 12 to 14 million ha. Nigeria is the largest producer of cowpea in Africa (Agboola, 1979) but despite the importance of cowpea in nutritional improvement of many families in Nigeria, yield is still very low due to various biotic factors such as insect and disease infestation. One of the suggested solutions to the problem is breeding for resistance and tolerance which has not been rapid as compared to other crops such as maize and rice. This is attributed to low genetic diversity reports in cultivated cowpea (Doebley, 1989) as well as excessive time and resources required to breed for insect and disease resistance with the aid of phenotypic selection.

Because of the multiplicity of breeding objectives in beans (Gepts, 1988), no single population would segregate for all the economic traits of interest. Thus, genes for these traits have been located on maps developed from different segregating populations (Kelly et al., 2003). When screening conditions are not ideal, indirect selection of race specific genes offers breeders a viable alternative to ensure that favourable gene combinations are present in new breeding lines. Markers, tightly linked to individual race-specific resistance genes, form the basis for effective indirect selection of major gene resistance (Kelly et al., 2003). From a breeder's perspective, linkages among resistance loci are beneficial when they are derived from an individual parental line (cis-configuration), because when crossed with susceptible parents these resistances will be inherited as a single unit and will likely remain intact in subsequent progeny (Geffroy et al., 1998; Kelly et al., 2003). When linked resistance genes are donated by different parents (trans-configuration) recombination between the loci is necessary to obtain both resistance sources in a single line (Kelly et al., 2003).

The first attempt to build a genetic map of cowpea was performed by using a population resulting from a cross between an improved genotype and its wild progenitor *Vigna unguiculata* ssp. *Dekindtiana* (Fatokun et al., 1992). The recent influx of molecular markers has improved our understanding of cowpea's genome architecture. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is abundant and produces high number of polymorphism in the genome. Due to the abundance of SNPs and development of sophisticated high-throughput SNP detection systems, it has recently been proposed that SNP markers will have a great influence on future mapping research studies and marker assisted selection (MAS) (Rafalski, 2002; Koebner and Summers, 2003). Genomics methods have led to a renaissance of interest in both fields of enquiry. While the earliest applications of genomics were in the mapping of Mendelian loci, the emerging importance of SNPs lies in the mapping and identification of quantitative trait loci, which are loci that contribute to polygenic phenotypic variation. SNPs have been reported to provide the means to scan genomes for linkage to QTL; however, it has also been observed that the vast majority of QTL effects are almost certainly due to unidentified SNPs. For both reasons, characterization of the distribution of SNP variation is a major goal of most genome projects (Greg and Muse, 2004). Thus, this research work aimed at constructing genetic linkage map of cowpea using SNP markers with a view to accessing the usefulness of SNPs for linkage map construction in cowpea so as to facilitate development of improved cowpea varieties.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Construction of mapping population**

Single seed descent method of breeding was employed in generating mapping population. One cowpea variety known to be resistant to most fungal disease of cowpea IT-95K-193-12 and a known susceptible variety Ile-Brown (Adegbite and Amusa, 2008) selected from an earlier conducted screening trial in Institute of Agricultural Research and Training (IAR&T) screen house were used for the experiment. The two varieties were grown in the screen house of I.A.R&T. and crossed by rapid method of emasculation procedure described by Rachie et al. (1975). This was done in the morning between 6 – 8 am (when some buds had initiated and flowered). Ninety six (96) F$_1$ populations were obtained from the crosses. The F$_1$ plants were self-pollinated to obtain F$_2$ segregating population.

**Genotyping with single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) markers**

Both parents and F$_2$ progenies were grown in the screen house of IAR&T for fresh leaf tissues. Two weeks after planting, ten leaf discs were cut from the young leaf tissues of each plant and placed into the wells of a storage plate. The plate was sealed with a perforated (gas-permeable) heat seal and placed in a heavy-duty, sealed bag with desiccant to dehydrate and preserve the leaf tissue during transit to LGC genomics in United Kingdom for genotyping. LGC genomics used a unique proprietary in-house technology (oKtopure™ protocol) to extract the total DNA. Isolated DNA was analyzed using UV spectrophotometry to estimate both the quality and quantity of the DNA, while preliminary PCR at a serial dilution was carried out and the results produced were duplicated to identify the best dilution to run the samples.

The SNP genotyping was done using KASP genotyping reactions. KASP™ is also proprietary genotyping technology of LGC™. It consists of three components namely the sample DNA, KASP assay mix and KASP master mix. KASP master mix contains two universal (FRET) fluorescent resonance energy transfer cassettes (FAM and HEX), ROX™ passive reference dye, Taq polymerase, free nucleotides and MgCl$_2$ in an optimized buffer solution, while
the KASP assay mix is specific to the targeted SNP and consists of two competitive, allele-specific forward primers and one common reverse primer. Each forward primer incorporates an additional tail sequence that corresponds to one of two universal FRET cassettes present in the KASP master mix (http://www.lgcgroup.com/our-science/genomics-solutions).

### Linkage mapping construction

Data from all the SNP markers that were polymorphic were used to construct linkage map using QTL iciMapping software 3.2 (Wang et al., 2014). Ninety eight population samples (plus two parents) were used and 135 SNP markers were used to screen the population. Linkage grouping was done using the independent logarithm of difference at a LOD score (logarithm of the odds) of 3.0 as threshold for a better grouping. Recombination fractions were converted into map distances in centi-Morgans (cM) using the Kosambi (1944) mapping function. ‘Group’ command was used to identify linkage groups and ‘Order’ command was used to establish the most-likely order within each linkage group, while the orders were confirmed by permuting all adjacent markers by the ‘Ripple’ function.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### Genetic linkage map based on SNP markers

All the SNP markers used in this study were co-dominant. Out of 135 markers used for genotyping, only 125 SNP were polymorphic with parental lines and hybrids. Twelve (12) linkage maps were generated at a LOD score of 3.5 and recombination fraction of 1.0 as threshold for declaring linkage. A LOD score of >3 is an indication that the null hypothesis that the likelihood of a certain recombination fraction (r) versus the likelihood of no linkage (r = 0.5) and a ratio of likelihoods of 1,000 to 1 is rejected (Haldane and Smith, 1947). Each linkage map represents number of chromosomes possessed by cowpea genome. The first linkage map had 23 SNP markers (Figure 1) which covered 72.02 cM of the genome, followed by eighth linkage with 21 SNP markers and covered 41.98 cM. The fourth linkage map is the next with 20 SNP markers, which covered 101.05 cM, while the remaining linkage maps had between 2 to 9 SNP markers (Figure 1 and Table 1).

Polymorphic 125 SNP markers detected in this study, covered 378.1 cM of the whole genome. There was an average of 10 markers to a chromosome with an average marker distance of 3.02 cM between the markers (Table 1). Similar result was reported by Ubi et al. (2000) and Menendez et al. (1997) in their studies with each reporting 12 linkage groups for cowpea.

Ogundiwin et al. (2005) reported the detection of 15 linkage groups for Vigna vexillata, a wild relative of cowpea while Ouédraogo et al. (2002) constructed a genetic linkage map for cowpea (V. unguiculata L. Walp.) based on the segregation of various molecular markers and biological resistance traits in a population of 94 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from the cross between ‘IT84S-2049’ and ‘524B’. A set of 242 molecular markers, mostly amplified fragment length polymorphism ( AFLP) and 181 random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and biochemical markers were used. Eleven (11) linkage groups (LGs) were generated spanning a total of 2670 cM, with an average distance of 6.43 cM between markers. Omo-Ikerodah et al. (2007) reported that a set of 92 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) were generated from a cross between susceptible and resistant lines of cowpea to flower bud thrips. One hundred and thirty nine markers [134 amplified fragment length polymorphism ( AFLP) and 5 cowpea derived microsatellites] were used to construct a linkage map using this set of RILs. The linkage map spanned 1620 cM of the cowpea genome and markers were distributed in 11 linkage groups with an average distance between adjacent markers of 9.6 cM.

Linkage relationship among markers with a recombination frequency of less than 50% LOD or LOD score of 3 or greater indicates that a gene and markers are linked. Any two markers with a LOD higher than the threshold, or recombination frequency lower than the threshold and/or genetic distance lower than the threshold were reported to be linked together (Van Ooijen et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2014). Sturtevant (1913) proposed that crossing-over was a random event and that if the assumption is correct, there is an equal chance of it occurring at any position along a pair of lined-up chromatids. This implies that two genes that are close together will be separated by crossover less frequently than two genes that are more distant from one another. Markers are mapped relative to one another on chromosomes and used as signposts against which genes of interest that are linked with marker are mapped (Boopathi, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chromosome ID</th>
<th>Number of SNP markers</th>
<th>Length (cM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>72.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>101.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Genetic linkage map for chromosomes 1-12.
Conclusion

The result revealed 12 linkage maps with an average of 10 markers to a chromosome and average marker distance of 3.02 cM between the markers. The study shows that the set of SNPs markers used in this study provides baseline information to study cowpea genome with the aim of facilitating its improvement in the breeding programmes. Therefore, SNPs markers could be used to construct genetic linkage map of cowpea genome which can provide basic information towards genetic improvement of cowpea in breeding programmes, most especially in developing brown blotch resistance in cowpea using marker assisted selection method. This will facilitate the development of new brown blotch resistant cowpea variety within a very short time.
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